Ireland’s End-of-life vehicles

ELV treatment & the circular economy
ELV is brought to a vehicle recycler

Why do we need to recycle ELVs?
Metal from ELV is smelted to create
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ELV is dismantled
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ELVs are cars and vans
that have reached the
end of their life and their
owners scrap them.

New cars and vans can be
manufactured with recycled
metal & non-metals.

ELV is depolluted

Hazardous materials are recycled or recovered

Metal from ELV is
smelted to create
recycled metal.

ELV is depolluted.
Hazardous materials
are recycled or
recovered.

Non-metal ELV
shredder residue.

ELV is dismantled.
Parts are reused
or recycled.

Residue is recycled or recovered
Or
Disposed to landfill
Shredded ELVs
are segregated:
Ferrous metal
Non-ferrous metal
Non-metal shredder
residue.

ELV is shredded.
Depolluted ELVs are
shredded at a metal
recycling facility.

Key Actions
What Can
You Do?

ELV Statistics for Ireland -2019

Bring your old car or
van to an Authorised
Treatment Facility (ATF)
to ensure it is properly
recycled.

ELV is brought to a vehicle recycler
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Report fly tipped/
abandoned cars.
You can report
illegal dumping
using the EPA ‘See
it? Say it!’ app.

Year
Reuse and recycling
Reuse and recovery
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Shredded ELVs are segregated:

Car and van manufacturers
need to improve vehicle
design to make recycling
easier and use more recycled
materials in new vehicles.
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Depolluted ELVs are shredded at a metal recycling facility

What Can Government/
Industry Do?

Ireland achieved full
compliance with the
EU ELV targets in 2019.

Reuse and recycling target
Reuse and recovery target

We achieved
a reuse and
recycling rate
of 87%.

And a reuse
and recovery
rate of 95%.
The remaining
(5%) was
disposed
to landfill.

For more information

To achieve a circular
economy, further
investment and targeted
measures are needed
to improve the recycling
and recovery of nonmetal material from ELVs.

www.epa.ie/nationalwastestatistics
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